Oaf Chatter: "Father Gartland is afraid to talk in Walsh Chapel."

Trojan trickery once again! Stuffed with dynamite, the old wooden horse exploded Saturday afternoon right in the middle of the Notre Dame Stadium.

** * * * *

It's all over now, that game with the California mammoths, that game Notre Dame wanted most: to repair the damage inflicted cut west last year.

** * * * *

Still nobody feels badly about it. There's almost as much rejoicing as if Johnnie Kelly and all the other seniors who trotted off the gridiron for the last time had burned up the Horse of Troy with all the Lansdells and Naves inside. SOME HOW IT SEEKS AS THOUGH "IF WE!

** * * * *

Why such contentment in the face of defeat? Why all the satisfaction in trail ing eight points?

** * * * *

In a nutshell, here's why: Not one thing more could have been asked of the Notre Dame players. They gave all they had, every erg of effort and energy, every movement of muscle and might, all the train and brawn and brillian ce the crowd had a right to expect.

** * * * *

There was no room for complaint. Complaint would have been amiss. There was only room for the joy of a great football achieve, an interior peace and the will to keep fighting. There was no murmur of life and light, no stuffy sermonizing about moral victory, no expression of more than that Notre Dame fan.

** * * * *

Now there is just the grand feeling: "I did my best." Munich—much more than foiled against I.U., or Loyola Northwestern—
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is the essence of victory: "I held nothing back."

** * * * *

The spirit of the Notre Dame team last Saturday is the spirit that would make Notre Dame students genuine scholars if they would give all they have to their books; and saints if they would give all they have and are to Christ.

** * * * *

If there were no holding back of persevering effort, no going to dances and shows when the student should be working out a problem in research, no loafing around, no idle vain chatter and wasting of time when the clock points to time for serious reading, then few if any would be the pink slips printed by the Ave Maria Press! Notre Dame would be turning out more men who could read and write, think and produce.

** * * * *

If there were not dilly-dallying in the face of temptation, no thought of compromising Christ to please men or women; if there were more flying tackles at the first bad suggestion and a more liberal and heady use of the world's best offensive drive, daily Mass and Communion, then would this campus be alive with Catholic Youth who might say that they never lost a major spiritual battle!

** * * * *

Footballers, scholars and saints, they must all adopt the same sort of attack if they are to be real, not merely people on paper. Summary: they must give all they have, do their best, never hold back. Only then, but then surely, shall they produce!

** * * * *

The Prefect of Religion wishes he could say of every Notre Dame student in regard to the spiritual life what Elmer Layden said of his grid stars with regard to their playing last Saturday: "They gave EVERYTHING." The problem of sin is solved by one thing: VOLUNTARY COOPERATION with Christ's grace.